For the last three years
INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of online copy editors for most systems, it is important for system documenters to determine what value this software has for them.
This paper will
illustrate the values and limitations of online copy editors by using the UNIX Writers Workbench** as a benchmark.
Writers Workbench, an editing tool that was written for the UNIX operating system [l, 23, has a large array of features ranging from simple spelling checkers to more complex, and more subjective, readability tests.
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The rules for punctuation can be checked using the option "punctrules," and Correct spelling can be determined by using the option l'spelltell." REVIEWING, REVISING, AND FINISHING TOUCHES The last, and perhaps the most important, set of options is in this category.
(See Figure 3. ) These options are best run when the document is in its final form.
The first area in Figure 3 , "Revising For Mechanics," is, in part, a repeat of commands run during the "Word Processing" phase of the edit. However, some of the commands are more tive.
so, subjecfor instance, the user can check for split infinitives or wordy phrases.
Whether these need to be corrected are left to the judgement of the user.
"Revising
For Style," the second area in the Figure, involves some of the most subjective commands in the Writers Workbench lexicon.
By using the command '1 syl , " for instance, the user can spot multi-syllabic words.
Because studies often show that such words slow down readers of documentation, they are prime candidates for change [3] . 
